
ER 8-0735

KELDRANDUM FOR: Assistant* Director/Scientific Intelligence

SUBJECT : Flying Saucers

1 . At Arden House ^ attention was called to the 1? i'arch 155

5

issue of the -French popular magazine, LATCH, which had an article
on a particularly challenging “sighting" of a IDC (raysterleux objet
colestiei) in the fora of a radar photograph confirmed by a visual
sighting by the pilot of a scheduled airline .

2. Are rre keeping in touch -with the Air Force center bfr these
things? “Dees it concern itself with foreign "sightings'1 such as the
above?

3. I aa also infomsd that in the coning year Liars will reach
its closest point to the Earth in a long period. Outlandish as it may
seem, I do feel that CSI has the responsibility to keep its finger on
this general, subject if for no other purpose than to am the front -

office wi th the refutation of the more spectacular published reports;

/
ROBERT AimC, JR.

Dep'ulyTDii'ector/lntelliJ



26 March 1956

MEMORANDUM FOR: Assistant Director/Scientific Intelligence

SUBJECT s Flying Saucers

1.

At Arden-House my attention was called to the 17 March l?56
issue of the French popular magazine, MATCH, v/hich had an article

on a particularly challenging "sighting11 of a IDG (raysterieux objet
celestiel) in the fora of a radar photograph confirmed by a visual
sighting by the pilot of a "scheduled airline.

2.

Are ne keeping in touch with- the Air Force center on these
things! Does - it concern itself.'with foreign "sightings" such as the

—

above?

3.

I an also informed that -in the.cosing ^year mars will reach
its closest point to the Earth in a long period;- Outlandish as it”may
seen, I do feel that CSX has the responsibility to keep its finger on
this general subject if for no other purpose than to am the front
office with-

the refutation of- the more spectacular published reports.-

iOBSRT amory, jr.

DeplIty~Du’ector/Intelli^ence

SB


